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TEAM REAPER IS BACK…ON A DARK CONTINENT, TERRORISM IS TAKING ON A NEW
FORM!While on a mission helping the Mexican authorities against La Vibora, Team Reaper
hears a whisper about a shipment of cocaine coming in from Nigeria. Nothing much to worry
about there, or so they think.The cocaine shipment, however, has ties to ISWA terrorists. The
same group that is starting to publicly execute members of a captured DEA/CIA team. And what
does a South African bioengineer have to do with it all?The more Kane and his team investigate,
the more sinister the plot they uncover becomes. From a plan for mass genocide in
Johannesburg, to a terrorist attack on U.S. soil.Team Reaper find themselves neck deep in
trouble once more, fighting not only for their own lives, but for those they are sworn to protect.
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and JacobAfrican WhitePrologueGulf of Guinea, Nigerian Coast 1998“Let me come with you,
papa,” Abadi Falomo begged his father. “I’m old enough.”Giwa Falomo looked down at his son
and smiled, his straight white teeth shining bright against his smooth dark skin. “My brave boy,”
he said. “Someone has to stay here and look after your mother and your sister. The man for that
job is you.”Abadi looked up at his father. The man was big but solid, and each time he moved his
muscles rippled like fluid. “But papa—”“I have spoken,” Giwa said firmly. “One day you will get to
go with us, but not today. Now, we must go. The ship will be here soon.”The older Falomo
reached down and picked up his AK-47 and rested it upon his shoulder. Abadi watched on
wistfully, wishing that his father would change his mind and let him go to capture the ship which
would provide them with much money. But he also knew that his father would never change his
mind once it was made up.“Watch for our return, Abadi,” his father said.“I will, papa.”Abadi
watched his father walk away, down the beach toward a battered boat that looked more
conditioned to sink than sail. It was a rusted, shit-colored vessel that had seen better days,
however, once the twin outboards on the back were started, it would slice through the water like
a newer, sleeker craft.Ten rough and tough looking men waited there for him, all in similar worn
clothing, some smoking to pass the time. Each man had worked with Giwa for as long as Abadi
could remember. But his father had not always been a pirate. At one point in his life, Giwa had
worked in a warehouse in Lagos. The pitiful wages he’d earned there had been barely enough to
help his family survive. His life had changed at his chance meeting of a man who had taken one
look at the big Nigerian and offered him work that paid more than he could ever dream of.Six
months and two hijackings later, the man had been killed trying to board a German-flagged ship.
But Giwa, not intrinsically an opportunist, saw the chance to change his life and grabbed it with
both hands. Now he had his own crew.The Nigerian climbed aboard the boat, his heavily armed



crew joining him. In the early days, maybe one or two men at most carried weapons, but the
Americans and British had stepped up their naval patrols and were intercepting more and more
craft on both sides of the continent.The mothership pulled away from the shore the ropes on its
stern tightening as they took up the slack. Once out in the shipping lanes they would change to
the two smaller, faster boarding craft they were towing which now started to move and fall into
the bigger craft’s wake.A fly buzzed past Abadi’s face and he swatted at it with his hand. The sun
was still low in the sky, but the day was already hot. The air felt like it would burn the exposed
skin on his arms.The boy looked on as his father turned and waved to him, long muscular arm
moving in a large arc, diminishing in size as they moved further away. Abadi did likewise and
waved goodbye. Then his father was gone. Engulfed in an all-consuming ball of orange flame
from the AGM-65 Maverick Air to Surface Missile.The blast wave rolled across the calm waters
and onto the beach and seemed to buffet the stunned boy. The sound was almost deafening and
Abadi flinched as the thunderclap made his ears ring.His mouth agape, Abadi tried to reconcile
what had just happened to his father. His expression was confused, and he didn’t hear the roar
of the F-16 Fighting Falcon until it burned low overhead.Then he saw the two boats emerge past
the headland. Small, swift, motorized launches used by American Special Forces. They drove
straight for the beach where Abadi stood, their course unwavering.Around him the cries of alarm
grew loud and then came the gunfire from the men left behind to guard the pirate base. The
Americans returned their fire and bullets started to fizz through the hot morning air.A man fell at
Abadi’s feet, a hole in his head. His eyes were still open, and they peered sightlessly back at the
boy who looked down upon him. Beside the dead man was an AK-47. Abadi bent down and
picked it up. “I will look after Mama, Papa. You will be proud.”The boy raised the weapon, pointed
it at the oncoming craft and squeezed the trigger. The weapon bucked and bounced and
sprayed bullets wildly through the air. He fought to correct his aim but by the time he had done
so, the magazine was empty.Abadi frowned wondering why the gun would not fire. He jerked on
the trigger time and time again but still nothing happened. The American boats slid onto the
yellow sand and the men aboard leaped from them. Gunfire grew in intensity and Abadi threw
the AK away, turning to flee as fast as he could. Bullets seemed to be chasing him across the
sand as he prayed for his legs to carry him faster. He saw another man die when two bullets from
the American shooters hit him in the chest.Tears of fear and grief started to stream across
Abadi’s cheeks. “Mama! Mama!” he cried out.The F-16 thundered overhead once more and a
second explosion erupted further inland. A fireball rose above the shanties and Abadi dove to
the ground. Suddenly a hand grasped his shirt and a deep voice said, “Get up young, Abadi.
Find your mother.”The boy looked at the man who’d dragged him to his feet. He held an AK-47 in
his right hand and a bandolier of ammunition crossed his chest. He’d seen him around the
beaches before but never knew his name. “Go!” he ordered him. “Go now!”No sooner had the
words escaped the man’s lips when his chest seemed to explode, the shirt he wore now a
shredded mess of red. Abadi started running again trying to get away from the chaos. He
reached the first row of shanties and slipped between two corrugated iron abodes. Another



explosion rocked the area, closer this time.Abadi burst from between the structures and almost
ran into an American soldier. The man reached out for the boy, but he deftly stepped aside and
kept running.“Hey, kid, get back here,” the soldier called after him.Abadi’s heart felt as though it
was about to burst but he was nearly home. He would get his mother and his sister, and they
would leave. Telling her about his father would have to wait.Behind him the gunfire seemed to be
never ending. He ducked once more between two structures. He was close now, almost
home.When Abadi burst clear of the narrow alley he stopped dead, his eyes looking about
crazily for his home. What he took in before him was a blackened, burning crater in the ground.
His heart was in his mouth as he stood there, stunned at the realization that his family was all
gone.Chapter 1Cardoso, MexicoPresent DayWalking out the door of his rundown adobe style
home, Mayor Fernando Ibarra put his head up and sniffed, his olfactory sense detecting an
unmistakable smell. The air was thick with fumes of petroleum fuel and he knew instantly what
was happening. For years now, the cartels had been tapping into the underground petroleum
pipes, siphoning off tanker loads of fuel each time. The work was extremely dangerous, but the
payoff was far more lucrative than drugs.The fumes hung on the slight breeze blowing
throughout Cardoso, its narrow streets shrouded in an invisible mist. Ibarra coughed. “Idiotas
estupidos,” he growled and began walking along the dust-covered street towards the edge of the
town.This had happened numerous times before, and the mayor wasn’t happy that it was
happening again. The first time the cartels had done it, they had left the tap point in the pipe
exposed. The petroleum company had then come along afterwards and resealed everything,
covering the pipeline over. The next night the cartel people returned with a digger and tapped
the pipeline six feet away from the previous breach.It was a common occurrence in the current
climate. In 2001, detected illegal taps numbered just over one-hundred and thirty. In 2018, they
registered twelve and a half thousand. The driving force behind the dramatic rise was one
Amaya Caro. Known throughout Mexico as La Vibora, or The Viper.Her father, Manuel Caro, had
been leader of the Durango Cartel, a small operation back in the day when the cartels respected
and stuck to activities within their borders. He was known as La serpiente de cascabel or The
Rattlesnake.However, as times changed, the larger cartels began weeding out and taking over
the smaller ones. But Manuel Caro was tenacious and would not be forced out, clinging to what
he believed was rightfully his. He armed his men with modern weapons and fought back. Then
one night in two-thousand and nine a rival, The Pantera cartel, performed a hit on his small
motorcade, killing everyone present, including Caro himself.Without a head on the snake the
Panteras figured the Durango Cartel to be a pushover and began preparing for a takeover. The
one factor they hadn’t allowed for was Caro’s daughter, Amaya. Although considered young at
the time, in her early twenties, Amaya was her father’s daughter and had been a part of his
operation from an early age, and was totally capable and prepared to do everything necessary
to enforce her authority upon the cartel itself.Word had it that during her period of mourning, just
three nights after her father’s demise, she had summoned his six lieutenants to a meeting.
During a dinner of celebrating the life of her father, drinking and toasting his memory, a man



slipped into the room with an automatic weapon and shot them where they sat. He was known
only as The American. An assassin hired specifically because he was an outsider and there was
no one within her father’s organization she could trust.After having cleaned house, people began
to sit up and take her seriously. But Amaya wasn’t done yet. She used The American as her
weapon of choice and he bludgeoned his way through her rivals. Within a year, she held territory
from Durango through to Mexico City. Along the way she had gained the name of The Viper. Now
apparently, she was preparing to expand once more with The American clearing the path before
her.As Ibarra grew closer to the edge of town the smell of petroleum fuel was almost
overpowering. People started to run past him with plastic containers in their hands. “Fools,” he
grunted. Then he shouted, “You are all fools!”One of the passersby turned but never slowed.
“Hurry, Fernando, get some petroleum for yourself. Before the company comes to fix it.”As he
reached the edge of the town, what he saw astounded him. There had to be at least sixty of his
people there all trying to capitalize on their good fortune.The earthmoving machine that had
been used to excavate the hole to get at the pipeline was still there, parked off to one side. He
recognized it immediately as one of the ones from further along the road where a culvert was
being replaced after the last one was washed out.“Get away from it, you fools!” Ibarra shouted at
them. “Do you realize how dangerous this is?”No one listened to him. They were beyond reason.
And why not? They lived in a poor town with little money to keep them going. When they did
have money, it went to the cartels or the corrupt police for “protection”. The cartel protected them
against the police and the police protected them from the cartel. Either way the citizens of
Cardoso were left with virtually nothing. In this life, whatever little they could get for free was a
godsend.When he reached the point adjacent to where the gathering of townsfolk was
siphoning the fuel, what he saw raised his sense of alarm. Not only were the fumes stronger still,
but the hole which had been dug was half full of petroleum and the people were just scooping it
out with whatever manner of container they had.The mayor’s blood ran cold and his dark hair
almost turned white on the spot. He could feel his heart beating in his thick chest and then the
overwhelming urge to run away. This was bad. No, it was worse than bad. It was—The explosion
was massive, like someone had dropped a hundred bombs upon the small town. Those who
were closest to the pipeline were completely incinerated. People further away turned instantly to
blackened, charred lumps of meat and would only ever be identified by DNA.However, the
devastation wasn’t contained to only one area. The fumes that had blanketed the town, ignited
too like a rolling carpet of fire. The flames leaped through the air and swallowed Cardoso like a
huge fire-breathing dragon totally unprepared to show any mercy.Once the fumes had burned
off, the town itself was left a smoldering wreck. Screams of the burned and dying echoed along
the narrow main street which only minutes before Mayor Fernando Ibarra had walked.When the
final tally was made, there were one-hundred and forty dead and the small town of Cardoso
ceased to exist.Lagos, NigeriaDEA agents Paul Fritz and Mike Shane studied the intel they’d just
received, their visages mirroring each other, concern giving way to anger. “If this is right there’ll
be hell to pay,” Shane, the older of the two said.Fritz rubbed a hand through his brown hair and



stared over at his partner. “Are they expecting us to go up there and have a look?”“That’s what
the email says,” the broader Shane confirmed. Both men were over six-foot-tall but Fritz was a lot
slimmer.“Jesus Christ it’s the middle of fucking ISWA territory.” ISWA stood for Islamic State in
West Africa, previously known as Boko Haram.“Well, according to the intel, they’re the ones with
the cocaine.”“Why couldn’t they just stick to kidnappings and bombings?” Fritz growled.“If I had
to hazard a guess, I might suggest that they’re running short on money.”“Shit. I’ll be glad to get
out of this damned cesspit,” Fritz stated. “Two weeks. Two more fucking weeks and I’m
gone.”“You want a beer?” Shane asked.“Sure. Why not? It’s certainly hot enough,” Fritz said,
pointing at the small fan on the table. “That’s doing fuck all. You think the DEA could have sprung
for a safehouse with air-conditioning instead of this dump.”Shane walked over to the refrigerator
and opened the door. He grabbed two bottles of beer, running the cold glass of one over his hot
forehead before cracking the lids. Then he took them back to the table and sat down. “This new
guy that ISWA has leading them is interesting. He seems to have come from nowhere. I talked to
a friend at the CIA and they’ve never heard of him.”“What did you say his name was?”“Abadi
Falomo.”“That’s him. Let’s hope we don’t get to meet him personally,” said Fritz.Shane nodded.
“I’ll organize an escort with Captain Nenge for tomorrow and a plane to Maiduguri.”“I still don’t
like it. What does the intel say?”“Just that there’s meant to be a shipment of cocaine that has
been dropped into the lap of ISWA.”Fritz frowned. “I don’t get it. Why would ISWA get a load of
coke when they’re miles from fucking anywhere? It doesn’t make sense. They’re not even near a
damned port to ship it out of the country.”“I guess we’ll find out when we head up country and
start asking questions.”“It’s still a fucked idea.”“I don’t make the rules, I just follow
orders.”Maiduguri, NigeriaFritz and Shane climbed down from the battered DC-3 onto the red-
dirt airstrip outside of Maiduguri. They were accompanied by six Nigerian soldiers, each armed
with Heckler and Koch G3s, as their escort. Waiting for them beside the strip were two white
Toyota SUVs which were their mode of transport into the Nigerian wilds. Shane said, “At least
they look to be a bit better than this rattling piece of shit we just got out of.”Fritz nodded. “Uh-huh.
We work for the US government and they supply us with shit like that.”Both men were dressed in
tactical gear and armed with M4 carbines and Beretta handguns; all the equipment they would
need for their drive up to Gajiram where they planned to meet a contact who had the intel they
required.Shane noticed the gathered soldiers talking amongst themselves, a couple of whom
were more animated than the others. “What’s going on with them?” he asked Fritz.“No idea,” he
replied. “Something has them edgy.”“Let’s find out.”They walked over to their escort and Shane
singled out the biggest soldier there. “What’s going on, Gbayi?”“They don’t want to go any
further. They say it is madness.”“Why?”“ISWA attacked a patrol yesterday near Gajiram. They
killed ten soldiers. They don’t want to die”Shane grew angry. “Neither do we but we’re going.
Now tell them to cowboy the fuck up and get their asses in the vehicles.”Gbayi snapped orders
at the others who turned to stare angrily at Shane and Fritz. Shane wasn’t having any of it. “You
heard the man. Get the fuck in the SUVs.”They scowled at the DEA man some more before
grudgingly doing as they were told. Gbayi and another soldier joined Shane and Fritz in the lead



vehicle, Gbayi drove. Moments later, the airstrip was receding from view behind them as they
drove deeper into the unknown.Chapter 2Team Reaper, Outback AustraliaJohn “Reaper” Kane
climbed the big red sand hill and dropped down beside Cara who studied the compound before
them on the flat, brush-speckled plain. “Is that our target?” he asked her.Dark-haired Cara
Billings, callsign Reaper Two, gave a slight nod without taking her eye away from the scope
mounted atop her M1A1 CSASS sniper system. “Looks like it.”Kane raised his binoculars to
study the scene before him. A large man who topped out at six-four, with broad-shoulders and
black hair, Reaper had gained his handle from the grim reaper tattoo on his back. A fly buzzed
close to his mouth, seeking the moisture of the orifice, and he blew his breath out savagely,
swatting it with his left hand. “Man, this place has so many flies it’s starting to drive me crazy.”
The pesky creature was persistent and unperturbed by the big man’s attempts to keep it at
bay.“Don’t forget the snakes,” Axel ‘Axe’ Burton said as he crawled in beside his commanding
officer. “Australia has something like six or seven of the top ten fucking deadliest snakes in the
world. Not to mention, Crocodiles, jellyfish, little fuckers called the blue-ringed octopus. Oh, and
don’t get me started on this blasted sand. Have you felt how hot it is? This place is just a walking
deathtrap.”Axe, like Cara, was a team sniper, but Cara filled the role more frequently than the ex-
recon marine. She’d been a sheriff’s deputy in another life, and before that, a marine lieutenant.
Like Kane and Axe she was in her thirties, but unlike them, she had a slimmer, more athletic
build.Axe on the other hand was solid, taller, relatively good looking, and rough around the
edges. What you saw was what you got with him.“You finished?” asked Cara as she glanced
sideways at him.“Yes, ma’am.”Behind them and standing at the base of the sand hill were the
remaining two members of their team. A Former Mexican Special Forces officer, Carlos Arenas,
and their combat medic and former navy SEAL, Richard ‘Brick’ Peters. Both were men of unique
skill and experience which had them ideally suited to the missions the team was tasked to carry
out.The five of them had been dropped into the desert the previous evening. It had been cool
then, almost cold. But with the coming of the dawn came the heat, and being summertime in the
southern hemisphere, the Australian Outback quickly became like an oven.Kane pushed his soft-
brimmed Boonie Cover back and pressed the talk button on his comms. “Zero? This is Reaper
One, copy? Over.”Zero was the callsign for Luis Ferrero, the team’s operations officer who’d
originally put the team itself together. But after their first mission together, changes had been
made, and Team Bravo along with Team Reaper, now worked under the auspices of ‘The
Worldwide Drug Initiative’.“Copy, Reaper One.”“We’ve reached the target, will wait for dark
before we infill.”“Good copy, Reaper One. Keep us up to date.”“Roger that. One out.”Kane looked
at his watch. According to Australian time there was still five hours to go until dark. He asked
Cara, “You want to take first watch?”“Sure, seeing as I’m already here. You figure the target is still
there?”Kane put his binoculars up to his eyes again. “Maybe. We’ll find out tonight. I guess.”The
target Cara was talking about was Benito Losa. He’d been the head of the Marinas Cartel out of
Brazil. He was thought to have been killed in a drone strike in twenty-seventeen but two weeks
ago he’d popped up on a small store security feed and been identified by Australian Intelligence.



Instead of taking the killer off the map themselves they’d called in The Worldwide Drug Initiative
for the job. Losa was wanted internationally for assassinations, drug running, arms dealing, and
people trafficking.After the attempt on his life he’d obviously gone to ground, hence the
assumption that he was dead. Apparently, all the intelligence sources were wrong, and he’d
continued to manage his criminal empire from the back of beyond, the last place anybody would
ever look for him.But he had been too complacent and stuffed up. Now Team Reaper almost at
his door and were about to come knocking.On the perimeter, Kane counted four guards armed
with automatic weapons. “You count four rovers?” he asked Cara.“Five,” she countered.“Five,”
Axe confirmed.“Where?”“In the shade of the water tank,” Cara told him.The Team Reaper
commander shifted his gaze steadily past the house to a large galvanized steel water tank sitting
atop a heavy log tank stand, and peered into the shadows, locating the extra guard. The man
was dressed in dark clothes which helped him blend into his dark background. “Got
him.”“Reaper we’ve got a dust cloud to the east,” Cara warned him.Kane looked in that direction
and picked it out the approaching plume. He couldn’t see what was at the base, but knew that it
had to be a vehicle coming their way. “Bravo Four, are you getting this?”Bravo Four was Sam
‘Slick’ Swift, the team’s computer tech who could hack anything, if it had a chip in it, even a
toilet.“Copy, Reaper One, give me a moment.”Kane said into his comms. “Carlos, Brick, get up
here.”They climbed the sand hill and lay prone next to the others, their Heckler and Hoch 416s
ready to use if necessary.“What’s up?” Brick asked in his low voice.Kane turned his head in the
ex-SEAL’s direction. He noted the thin layer of sweat which covered the man’s forehead and
guessed the rest of his shaved head would be the same. “We’ve got incoming to the east.”Brick
scratched his beard. “Has Slick got eyes on?”“We’ll know shortly.”“What do you want us to do,
amigo?” Arenas asked.“We’ll just sit tight for the moment.”“Reaper One, copy?”“Read you Lima
Charlie, Bravo Four.”“ISR shows the incoming contact to be a police vehicle, Reaper. Has to be
the cop from Maryvale.”Maryvale was a small one-horse town five klicks east. “Copy,” Kane
acknowledged.They watched and waited. The dust cloud grew larger until the vehicle appeared.
A white Toyota SUV with a light bar and the word Police on the side. It stopped outside the
compound and waited for admission at the razor wire-topped gates. One of the guards let the
cop through who drove forward with a start and he pulled up outside the homestead.“Reaper I
have eyes on the target,” Cara said calmly. “Steps of the main house.”Kane shifted his binoculars
and focused them on the man standing on the wooden veranda just above the steps. Although
the distance between the dune and the house was five hundred meters, he was still able to
make out the figure of Losa leaning on the brown balustrade. “Zero, confirm the package is on
site.”“Good copy, Reaper One. The package is on site.”The police officer and Losa shook hands
and disappeared inside the house. Axe said, “At least we know why there’s been no sign of him
before now. He’s got the law in his pocket.”“See that dry creek bed to the west?” Kane asked his
team.They looked in the direction that he was indicating and saw the steep-sided cut running
through the plain. At one point it passed reasonably close to the compound. On its banks were a
few straggly gum trees and larger rocks. Kane continued, “We can use that to get in close to the



compound. Cara, you be good setup here?”“It’s about the only decent high ground around so it’ll
have to do. I have a reasonably good field of vision, though.”“Reaper,” Brick said, “if he has five
guards on duty at one time, we can almost count on him having at least five or ten more that we
don’t see.”“I was thinking that.”“So, this guy is just hiding out and running his cartel from here,”
Brick commented. “And all the while we thought it was his lieutenant.”“Looks that way,” Kane
allowed. He rolled over onto his back, placed his 416 across his chest, and pulled his Boonie
down over his face.“What are you doing, Reaper?” Axe asked.“I’m going to get some sleep. You
should too. You’re next watch.”The outback sun went away in a bright red and pink sunset and
took with it the broiling heat. Kane and the others checked that their weapons were clear of grit
before moving out towards the dry creek bed. Each of them wore night vision which turned their
world into a green haze. Also attached to their weapons were laser sights that when coupled
with the NVGs reached out like lances across the ground to their intended targets.Their rubber-
soled boots crunched on gravel as they climbed down into the dry creek bed. In the distance the
howl of a dingo split the night. The path through the creek bed was rocky and uneven. It twisted
and turned until eventually it came adjacent to the compound where Losa was hidden away.The
policeman had taken his leave just around dusk, so there would be no issue from that quarter.
However, the information they had would be passed along to the federal authorities for them to
deal with.Before Kane led the team out of the creek bed, he pressed his transmit button and
spoke in a soft voice. “Reaper Two, sitrep?”“You have two guards on the west side of the
compound close to where you want to breach,” Cara informed him. “The other two are over on
the south side.”“Can you reach out and touch them both?”“Just say when.”“Give us a minute,”
Kane said and turned to Axe and Brick. “There’s two guards against this fence. Time to go to
work. Hold your fire until I have the command.”“Roger that.”The pair disappeared over the lip of
the creek bed and a minute later Axe’s whisper came through Kane’s comms. “Three and Five in
position.”“OK. On my mark. Cara ready?”“Ready.”“All right. Three, two, one, execute! Execute!
Execute!”There was a long pause before Cara’s voice came back to him. “Two down south
side.”“Two down west side,” Axe informed him.Satisfied, Kane said, “Push forward and cut the
fence, we’ll be right behind you.”He crawled up over the lip with Arenas behind him. When he
reached the fence, he found Axe and Brick cutting their way through. Just inside the perimeter
wire on the right he saw the two lumps which had once been the guards.Brick worked swiftly
cutting with the wire cutters until there was a hole big enough for them to get through.Once
inside they silently walked towards the main house. When he was almost there, Kane and the
others dropped to their knees behind an old water trough. “Cara, cover the
bunkhouse.”“Roger.”“Brick, Carlos around the back. Axe and I will take the front door. Go in soft.
If the shit hits the fan, we Charlie Mike until we get it done. I’ll give you a minute to get into
position.”The two operators disappeared around the house as they were swallowed by the
dark.“Axe, once we breach, we’re going to need to move fast. We wrap Losa up and call in the
Black Hawk for extract.”“Let’s do it.”Thirty seconds later Brick and Arenas were in position ready
to breach. Suddenly Kane said into his comms. “Abort! Abort! Regroup on me.”“What the fuck,



Reaper?” Axe whispered.“Just do it. Follow me.”Aboard Skyhawk One, Sixty Kilometers
SouthThe C-17 did lazy figure-eights at thirty-six thousand feet as it held station. Inside the
cargo bay General Mary Thurston lifted her head and gave Luis Ferrero an urgent look. “What’s
going on?” the former Ranger commander asked. She was in her early forties but looked
younger. She was athletic, had long dark hair and was attractive to go with it. The clothes she’d
chosen to wear for the mission were desert BDUs.Ferrero on the other hand was in his late
forties with graying hair. He shrugged. “Reaper One, sitrep?”“Wait One, Zero.”Thurston turned to
Swift who sat at his console with his computer. “Slick, do you see anything from that
satellite?”The red-headed computer tech shook his head. “I’ve got four tangos down, Reaper
Two is still in position and One through Four are regrouping for some reason that I can’t
see.”Although not currently concerned, Thurston was still curious as to why an operator like
Kane would abort the mission when he was already so far into it.”She looked about the aircraft.
Sitting against the fuselage behind her, listening to the radio transmissions were the three
remaining members of Bravo Team. Brooke Reynolds was Bravo One. She was the resident UAV
pilot. Tall, athletic, long black hair, and capable when the chips were down.Beside her was the
other half of the UAV team. Pete Teller. Formerly a Master Sergeant in the USAF. Beside him sat
Pete Traynor. He was an ex-DEA undercover operator. Which was how he had acquired most of
his tattoos.She could see that they too were confused about the turn the mission had just
taken.“Copy, Zero?”Thurston turned back and looked at Ferrero. “Good copy, Reaper One.”“The
doors on the house are reinforced steel. There’s no way we’re getting through them in a hurry. It’ll
take too long.”“Copy. Are you aborting the whole mission, Reaper One?”“Negative, Zero. We just
need to work out how to get in there another way. And fast. Standby.”“Roger that. Standing
by.”Thurston’s gaze grew angry. “Why don’t they have something to breach that damned
door?”“They figured that it would just be a standard door. No one foresaw that it would be
reinforced steel.”“Piss poor planning, Luis. Damned piss poor. What was Kane thinking?”“I don’t
know but whatever it was, I guess he won’t do it again.”Team Reaper, Outback Australia“Sorry
guys I fucked up,” Kane growled.“That don’t get us inside though, does it,” Axe pointed out. “Stop
beating yourself up. Mama will do that when we return to base. What we need to do is figure out
a way to get in there.”“The way I see it,” said Brick, “is we can try and blow our way in with what
little grenades we have or maybe hot wire one of their vehicles and smash our way in.”Kane
shook his head. “There is no guarantee that either of those options will be particularly
successful.”“Then we make him come to us,” Arenas said. “The house is made of wood. It should
burn well.”“I agree,” Kane said. “Axe get us something to light a fire with. Fast.”“Roger that.”“The
rest of you take up security just in case we get rolled before he gets back. Cara, you
copy?”“Copy, Reaper.”“We’re going to try something. You’ll need to lock the bunkhouse down
hard when this kicks off.”“Got it.”A couple of minutes later Axe returned with a small container.
The smell of gas was powerful, and Kane said, “Where did you get that?”“I’m nothing if not
resourceful, compadre.”“Then get your resources together and start a damned fire.”Soon flames
were licking hungrily at the painted weatherboards, seeking to quickly devour the feast of dry



wood that had been served up. Before long the fire had doubled in size, rising to the eaves and
spreading outward from the original ignition point. A shout from within indicated that the fire had
been discovered, and was only a matter of time before the show started.The front door flew
open, slamming back into the front siding with a loud bang, and an armed man filled the
doorway. “Hold your fire. We want them out in the open,” whispered Kane.One turned into three.
From inside the bunkhouse another shouted alarm rang out. The door to that opened and the
figure who filled the opening was thrust back inside as though by an invisible hand. So too the
second who took his place.It was then that the three men who’d emerged from the house, came
to the realization that something was terribly wrong. “Go! Go! Go!” Kane barked into his
comms.Four shooters materialized from the darkness taking the three criminals by surprise. One
with a handgun in his fist tried to bring it into line and shoot Arenas but the Mexican was too fast,
putting him down with two rounds to the chest.“Drop the weapons!”“Get down! Get down!”The
shouted instructions were ignored, and one of the two remaining men raised his weapon,
intending to shoot Axe. “Mistake motherfucker,” the ex-recon marine hissed through clenched
teeth as he fired his 416.The remaining man didn’t repeat his partner’s futile action but stood
rock still while the team closed in to secure him. “Brick, Carlos cover the bunk house until we’re
ready for exfil.”“Roger.”Kane pulled his flashlight and shone it in their prisoner’s face. The man
flinched at the sudden brightness, but the Team Reaper commander held his head still in his
grip. He grunted in satisfaction. “Zero, this is Reaper One. Mardi Gras is in custody, I say again,
Mardi Gras is in custody. We’re ready for extract. Making for the LZ.”“Good copy, Reaper One.
See you when you get home.”“Everybody on me, we’re making for the LZ. Cara keep our friends
nailed down tight until we swing by.”“Roger that, Reaper.”“A walk in the park, Reaper,” Axe said to
his friend. “Couldn’t have gone easier.”“Will you shut the fuck up?” Brick growled.“What?” Axe
asked surprised at the ex-SEAL’s reprimand.“I’m with him,” Arenas said.“Reaper One, this is
Bravo Four, copy?”Kane rolled his eyes. “Good copy, Bravo Four.”“ISR is picking up two fast-
moving signatures headed your way from the east. Looks like two SUVs.”“Copy, Bravo Four,”
Kane acknowledged. Then he turned to look at Axe. “You and your fucking big mouth.”“What? It
ain’t my fault.”“Alright, saddle up. Double time. Carlos you’re in charge of the package. Move now.
Cara we’re coming to you. Direct route.”“Roger that.”Chapter 3They jogged across the rough
desert terrain. Brick was rear security while just in front of him, Arenas was pushing the Brazilian
Losa along ahead of him. The team were hooked into the same channel, ensuring that any
communications that came over the net was heard by all. The only exception would be a channel
change should it be requested. Each member heard Swift come back to inform them that the
SUVs were only one mike out.Headlights bounced wildly as the two vehicles sped over the
rough gravel road. Kane said into his comms, “Cara time to go. Join on us.”The SUVs reached
the compound, skidding to a stop and throwing up a cloud of dust that quickly washed over
them. Loud voices carried through the crisp desert night air. “Reaper. They’re some kind of
paramilitary outfit,” Cara told him.Kane’s mind whirled. What the hell would a bunch of militia be
doing all the way out here? Behind him, Arenas stumbled, and Losa, not missing an opportunity



to try and escape, broke away and began heading in the direction of the dry creek bed.“Shit!” he
heard Brick curse and turned to see the Brazilian making a break for it.Kane brought his 416
around and squeezed off a long burst. The red earth of the desert exploded around Losa’s feet
like small volcanic eruptions. He stopped suddenly and remained rigidly still.“You’re not going
anywhere, asshole,” growled Kane, angry that he had been forced to fire and that his shots had
just given away their position. “Carlos, secure him. Axe, keep moving.”They moved briskly past
Kane who remained where he was, turning to face the compound in the hope of gaining some
insight as to what was happening back there. Bright floodlights lit the night sky, followed by the
arcs of singular powerful beams that swept out across the void towards the fleeing team.
“Everyone, get down!” The team dove to the ground.Kane felt the heat of the long-gone sun still
retained by the sand. His heart beat strongly in his chest and the sound of blood rushed through
his ears. He waited for a shouted alarm. For gunfire to ring out. Nothing came.“Reaper One, you
need to move,” Swift’s voice told him. “You’ve got at least ten shooters in a line abreast walking a
search pattern towards your current position.”“Tell me why the fuck do we have militia out here,
Bravo Four?”“No idea, Reaper.”“Then who the fuck are they?” he whispered harshly. “And how
did they get out here so damned quick? Someone had to have damned well tipped them off.
Shit.”“Argue about this later, Reaper One,” Ferrero’s voice cut in. “Now, move your ass.”“This isn’t
over.”“I don’t expect it is.”The peaceful night sky was rent by sudden gunfire as bullets whipped
low overhead. Kane came to his feet in a low crouch. “Move it people.”Ahead of him he noticed
the rest of his team do the same. Their trail took them between stunted trees and clumps of thin-
bladed grass. A startled Gray Kangaroo bounded from its shelter beneath some brush and
almost knocked Axe off his feet. “Told you this place was dangerous. If it ain’t the bullets, it’s the
damned wildlife.”Cara joined them a hundred meters further on. “Did they see you?”“I don’t think
so; they’re shooting to see if they can get a reaction.”“Well, let’s hope they don’t get lucky,” she
said.Just ahead the ground dipped, providing shelter for the team from the wild gunfire. Kane
turned them right and kept them pushing hard. The ground rose once more, and Kane called for
them to pause.“Where are they at, Bravo Four?”“They’re right behind you, Reaper One.”“How
can they be, they can’t even see—” his voice stopped. “Swift are you able to pick up any
electronic transmissions coming from within our perimeter?”There was a moment of silence and
Kane imagined the redhead’s fingers dancing across his keyboard in an erratic rhythm. Then,
“Reaper, you’re right. I’m picking up a transmission emanating from right on top of you.”“Shit,”
Kane cursed. “Form a fucking perimeter. The prick is wearing a tracker.”There was a scramble as
the Team took up positions. Kane hurried across to the Brazilian and demanded, “Where is
it?”“Where is what?” Losa asked, feigning innocence.“The tracker, asshole.”Losa gave Kane a
winning smile and pointed at his right thigh. “It is there.”“Thank you,” Kane said, bringing down
his Ka-Bar knife into yielding flesh.The incoming fire laid down by the militia filled the air with
angry lead hornets. Along the perimeter established by the small team they maintained a strict
fire discipline aimed at conserving their ammunition.“Are you done yet?” Axe shouted over at
Kane.Kane, hands bloody from exploring the wound he had opened in the man’s thigh in search



of the tracker, looked up and called back, “Not yet.”“I told you that you should have let me do it,”
Brick reiterated.
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John, “Thrilling as usual. I've read all the Team Reacher books by Brent Towns and have enjoyed
them immensely. In this episode, Team Reacher find themselves chasing cartel leaders and
tainted shipments of cocaine. I enjoyed the addition of the Aussie SAS agent as a member of the
team and enjoyed his banter & use of the Queens English language.The current president of
South Africa is also planning genocide by eliminating all the drug addicts in a nearby country
that is predominately black, with hopes of bringing back white supremacy to South Africa. She's
hired ex-military operators to seek out and kill the members of Team Reacher. How many will
survive?The cost of a 5th star is due to the number of typos that appear everywhere in the book.
They stand out and could have picked up by a proofreader. I've noticed the same in most of
these installments and hope the author  corrects this in future books.”

rlptwo, “Always A Great Read With Team Reaper. Every time I get a Team Reaper book I'm
excited about what the hell will happen with the Worldwide Drug Initiative field team. I am never
disappointed as the action will be nonstop and exciting. Even though we all know the war on
drugs seems to be a losing battle we never want to admit defeat. To do so opens the door to
absolute defeat. While the folks who are a part of Team Reaper never give up we can find
ourselves in the middle of the fight and marvel at their creativity in fighting the foes. I love the
action, the plots and the characters who make the story come alive. We celebrate with them and
we grieve their losses and setbacks.  Kudos for another gripping tale.”

MG, “Good read. Team Reaper continues in this storyline and is joined by an old SAS teammate
as they pursue a Nigerian terrorist with South African and Mexican drug cartel ties from Nigeria
to Mexico to CONUS. While in Mexico they are teamed with a Mexican black ops unit and in
South Africa with CIA clandestine service members. There is fast paced action, political intrigue,
terrorism, interdepartmental conflict, numerous twists and turns along the way and a surprise
ending.”

sjcartee, “Most Enjoyable. I intend to purchase all of the books in this series. There are times
when the plot is a little thin i.e. the FBI, the CIA, the Secret Service and definitely not the Seals
would stand down for a group such as Team Reaper. Having said that I have enjoyed the series
thus far and will continue the entire series.”

Peter Angelou, “Action Packed. After reading several book on Team Reaper you begin to have a
feeling of getting to know them and being a part of their team!Getting ready to read the next in
the series.”

RAY PERKINS, “African challenges. I knew, since I've read other books by this author, the time
reading this adventure would be captivating and interesting; I wasn't disappointed! Thanks for



insights occurring around the world that we only get glances of when we have an opportunity to
read adventures such as this.”

andrew Graham, “Keep them coming.. Again the team are facing a deadly threat that takes them
from one side of the world to the other.The drug dealers are determined to spread their drugs
wherever they can, and only team reaper with some help from friends can stop them.”

Eddie centurion, “Still going strong. Yes, yet again another fabulous action packed story with a
great story line!  I can't get enough of reaper, brilliant. Highly recommended 5 stars”

BigJ, “Action Packed. Action packed from start to finish. The Reaper Team will sort out the world”

Andrew B., “Excellent. Excellent”

The book by Brent Towns has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 595 people have provided feedback.
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